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You have to be cautious with hands and fingers while working with the conveyor
process. For safety reasons we will not allow running the process without any
responsible assistant present.

Introduction
The purpose of this laboratory exercise is twofold: to design the non-physical connections between
a programmable logical controller (PLC) and a machine and to implement discrete event control
on a small industrial system. As an illustration we will use a conveyor process in the lab. The
software platform to be used is CoDeSys V2.3. It is a device-independent PLC-programming
system and realizes the international standard IEC 61131-3 for control. The lab process consists of
a conveyor system in two levels and elevators (lifts) that will move objects (or jobs) between the
levels and along the conveyors. The conveyor is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. The conveyor system.
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Preparing for the laboratory exercises
Study this manual and the background material in the textbook, and do the preparations before you
come to the first lab exercise. In particular, study:
• Chapter 13 (Sequential Function charts and PLC) in the textbook Olsson-Rosen;
• TCP/IP (Chapter 16) and Ethernet (Chapter 16);
• Industrial IT (Chapter 17).
Important!
• As a preparation, you should also outline (on paper) a ladder diagram (LD) for task 1 and
a Sequential Function Chart (SFC) for task 2, the programs that will run the conveyor.

The conveyor process
The conveyor on the upper and lower levels can move in both directions. In the simplest case you
may visualize a job being transported from left to right along the upper conveyor. On the right hand
side of the process there is a lift that can bring the jobs (1 or 2 at a time) from the upper to the lower
level. The lower conveyor can now bring the jobs from the right lift to left lift, and the left lift can
raise the jobs from the lower to the upper level again. It is also possible to change direction of both
the lifts and the conveyors.
Along the conveyor, the job flow is stopped using an obstacle (block) as shown in Figure 2b. By
default, all blocks are raised, and can be lowered on a command. There are three blocks (B1, B2
and B3) along the upper conveyor and two blocks (B4 and B5) along the lower conveyor. All blocks
are indicated in the schematic view of the conveyor process as is shown in Figure 3.
It is possible to identify each individual job. Each job is coded with 4 bars (Figure 2a) that are either
white or black, so we can distinguish between 16 individual jobs. On top of the upper conveyor
there is a photocell sensor system, which is used to identify the individual jobs.
Note! The individual job identification feature of the conveyor system will not be used in the
laboratory exercises for the Automation course, but for the follow-up course Automation in
Complex Systems.

a
)

b
)

Figure 2. (a) the binary code marked on each job and (b) the block used to terminate the job flow
along the conveyor.
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Figure 3. Schematics of the conveyor system.
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Sensors in the conveyor system
Figure 3 illustrates a schematic view of the sensors and actuators of the conveyor system. All
together the conveyor system produces 18 digital inputs (DI) to the PLC. The following symbols
are used in Figure 3:
S6

Photocell: S6 indicates sensor number 6.
Returns false when the light beam is broken (there is a job in front of the sensor).

D20

Photocell: D20 indicates sensor number 2 on the binary code reader. D20 is true
when a white marking passes below.

Lift1down

Lift sensor: Indicates when lift 1 is in the lower position.
Returns true when the lift is down.

Furthermore:
•
•

The lifts are equipped with sensors that indicate that the lift has reached its end position,
when moved between the upper and lower level. The signals are called Lift1up, Lift1down,
Lift2up and Lift2down, respectively.
Along the conveyors there are photocells, S1, …, S9. A photocell will signal false when an
object passes the actual position (as long as there is no object the signal is true). From
Figure 4 we can notice that positions both along the conveyors and in the lifts can be
tracked.

Actuators for the conveyor and lift systems
There are 15 digital outputs (DO) to various actuators of the conveyor system.
• The motor M1 can move the upper conveyor left or right.
• The motor M3 can move the lower conveyor left or right.
• The motor M2 can move the conveyor in lift 1 left or right.
• The motor M4 can move the conveyor in lift 2 left or right.
• Moving the left lift (Lift 1) is controlled by the valve Lift1 (Lift1=TRUE àLift1 goes up).
• Similarly, the right lift (Lift 2) is controlled by the valve Lift2 (Lift2=TRUE àLift2 goes
up).
• The obstacles (blocks) B1,…, B5 are activated by compressed air and are controlled by the
corresponding valves B1,…, B5 (Block lowers when set to TRUE).
Note: A motor has to be stopped before it can change direction (e.g. if M1Right=true in one state,
there has to be a state where M1Right is false before being set to M1Left=true). Otherwise it will
continue in the same direction as before.

The IEC 61131 standard
Part of the IEC 61131-3 standard is described in the textbook Olsson-Rosen (Chapter 13, Section
13.8.4) and is an international standard for industrial control programming. The standard includes
five inter-operable programming languages: Instruction List (IL), Ladder Diagram (LD), Function
Block Diagram (FBD), Sequential Function Chart (SFC) and Structured Text (ST). In the
laboratory exercises, LD (task 1), SFC and ST (task 2) languages will be used.
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The structure of CoDeSys V2.3
CoDeSys is an advanced software platform that can implement the structure of the IEC 61131-3.
CoDeSys is the main programming and commissioning system for control tasks and process
workflows. The programming complies with the IEC 61131-3 programming model. Six
programming languages are available: IL, LD, FBD, SFC, ST and CFC (Continuous Function
Chart). Although not defined in the IEC 61131-3 standard, CFC is an additional graphical editor
available in CoDeSys. CFC is similar to FBD except that instead of being network-oriented, it has
freely placeable elements which allows placing of feedback loops in the system.
Starting CoDeSys V2.3 and starting a CoDeSys project
Use the CoDeSys icon

found on the Desktop to directly start the program.

1.

First we have to define a new project. This is done either via the menu: File à New or
via the symbol for an empty paper .

2.

A dialog box for the Target Settings will appear. From the Configuration options, choose
WAGO_750-881 (this is the name of the controller to be used in the exercises).

3.

Another window for a New Program Organization Unit (POU) will appear. The first POU
has already been given the default name PLC_PRG. Keep this name, and the type of POU
should be a Program. As for the Language of the POU, choose either LD (for Task 1) or
SFC (for Task 2).

If you need to create more objects, choose from the menu bar Project à Object à
Add.
4.

You now have to assign a name for the project, let us call it myproject. The project has to
be located in H:Lab1\Lab1_<session no>\<group name>.

5.

The next step is to set the communication parameters.
a. Via the menu, choose Online à Communication Parameters.
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b.

From the window which appears, click Gateway. A new window will appear which
lets you select the type of connection. Select ‘Tcp/Ip’ as connection and specify the IP
address of your computer. Click ‘OK’.

Type your computer’s IP address.

c.

From the Communication Parameters window, click ‘New’. A new window will
appear which gives a list of Devices. Click on ‘Tcp/Ip’ and press ‘OK’.

In the Address field for this new channel, give the value for the IP address of the PLC
(130.235.82.107).

Now we have finished the definition of the project and established communication
between the computer and the PLC.
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Targets – connecting the physical process to the controller
To commission a runtime program, you must transfer it to the target computer (in our case the
Ethernet controller (PLC with Ethernet-based communication, Figure 4) after it has been
compiled. This process is called downloading. The runtime program, which is downloaded to
a target platform, (control system hardware) is executed there. For this, you must declare the
PLC Configuration in the Resources tab. By using the PLC Configuration, you will tell the
system which I/O channel in the controller is connected to which sensor or actuator in the
physical system. Symbolic names for the PLC inputs and outputs are created and they become
globally available.
1.

Double clicking the PLC Configuration icon in the resources tab will open the window
below where you can define the configuration of the I/O system (i.e. define the physical
sensor/actuator that is connected to a given I/O module). Right click on the ‘K-Bus’ icon
and then click on ‘Append Subelement’.

This will open a new window (Configuration) with three tabs (Configuration, Input/Output,
variables).
2. Click on the
icon in the Configuration tab. This will open the Terminal Catalogue
with various Input and Output modules to choose from.
•
•

Add 5 modules of the type 750-402. DI modules with 4 inputs in each module.
Add 4 modules of the type 750-504. DO modules with 4 signals in each module.

DI modules
DO modules
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3. Once all the modules are added, click on a module which will then display the list of
available I/O ports. Assign the name for each I/O port as described in the Appendix (List of
sensors and actuators).

Now, a description of the physical sensors/actuators in the conveyer system is available in the
PLC system. These can be used in our PLC program. The PLC Configuration window will now
have the list of defined input and output ports.
The Ethernet control system
The controller can be programmed according to the International Standard for Programmable
Controllers, IEC 61131-3, in the languages IL, ST, FBD, SFC and LD.
The download of a runtime program to a controller is performed directly from the CoDeSys
software. In a download, the entire package of the required runtime code is transferred from the PC
on which the Ethernet Control target was compiled to the controller. There it is loaded into the
memory to enable its execution. A compiled runtime program can be downloaded to any controller
that is in the same TCP/IP subnetwork as the PC on which the runtime program was compiled. The
controller is supplied with a flash memory, so it can execute completely independent, once the code
is downloaded.
An Ethernet Control system consists of different components, which allow a modular and
application-specific mounting of fieldbus nodes for communication over the Ethernet and the
TCP/IP protocol. By using the components known from computer networking, such as hubs,
switches or repeaters, the fieldbus nodes can be connected to local or global networks. The central
controlling unit for the connected modules is the programmable controller. Figure 4 shows the
Ethernet controller for the conveyor system.
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Digital
Inputs

Digital
End
Outputs Module

Figure 4. The Ethernet controller. The controller itself is the left part of the upper unit. To the
right of the controller there are a number of I/O modules.

Writing a program
In the POUs tab, the program that was initially defined (PLC_PRG) is available. Double
clicking the program will open the program editor.
CoDeSys Program Editor
The editor is subdivided into the text-based declaration area (program unit header) and the
graphics area, which contains the program logic (body).
Writing the code
Global variables (Not required for Lab 1&2, only for Lab 3) used for reasons such as
synchronization, etc. can be declared in the Resources tab under the icon Global Variables.
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Once the global variables are defined, you can return to the POUs tab and start writing the
code. Use BOOL datatype for all variables. The variables used in the program are declared in
the text editor. You do not have to declare input and outputs here as they are already defined
as targets earlier. Only define variables (eg. state names, init and postinit variables).

Note:
• The Action can be written in any of the languages: IL, LD, FBD, SFC, ST and CFC.
The next action can be written in another language.
• The name of the Action block has to be the same as the name of the Action.
• Output variables are retained by default when using SFC, which means that a motor
remains active once started.
• There are help commands available. Use the toolbar Help.
Task configuration (Not required for Lab1&3, only for Lab 2)
This step is required only for projects with more than one POU. In case of projects with more
than one POU (e.g. Lab2), it is required to define a task that will execute all the POUs. If this
is not defined, only the default POU (PLC_PRG) will be executed.
Go to resources tab and double click on Task configuration icon. Right click on the Task
configuration icon and append task.

A NewTask will be appended. You can rename the task name (optional).
Now right click on the NewTask and append a program call.
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Choose the POU in the drop down list of program call (right window).

Append as many program calls as there are POUs in your project. In the above example, two
program calls are appended as there are two POUs in the project.
Creating and downloading an executable code
Once the program is finished, click in the menu bar: Project à Build. Any errors in
the compilation will be displayed in the Message window. Once all the errors are corrected and
the program is compiled successfully, it is ready to be executed in the target PLC.
Then click in the menu bar: Online à Login. Once logged in, click: Online à
Download. This downloads your program into the Controller. Finally click: Online à Run
to execute the program on the physical system.
Debugging a program
In online mode the PLC configuration displays the status as shown below. FALSE is always
indicated in black color and TRUE is always indicated in blue color.
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To change the state, simply double-click the box of the status until it indicates the desired state.

Wonderware Intouch (only needed for Lab 3)
Connecting to the PLC
In order to use the inputs and outputs of the PLC it is necessary to access a database which stores
those values. Connecting to such a database could be accomplished using the DAServer Manager.
It enables the configuration, diagnosis and activation/deactivation of a local DAServer located on
the same platform as the DAServer Manager.
The DAServer Manager is part of the ArchestrA System Management Console (SMC) suite of
utilities. It can be accessed by typing “aaSMC” in the Windows search box. In case you are
prompted to enter login details, please use the login credentials provided.
Type “aaSMC” in the Windows search
box and click the icon:

Click on the DAServer Manager node to expand. As can be seen in the figure below, the
DAServer ArchestrA.DASMBTCP.3 installed indicates that the DAServer is inactive.

Click on the inactive DAServer (Archestra.DASMBTCP.3) to show the Configuration. Rightclick Configuration and click Add TCPIP_PORT Object. Give it a name (say WAGO). Rightclick that port object and click Add Modbus PLC Object. Name it as PLC (or any other name).
It is important that you indicate the network address of the PLC (130.235.82.107) you are
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trying to connect with. Go to the Device Group tab and add a new Topic by right-clicking
anywhere on the table and clicking add topic, which stores all the values of all your variables in
the PLC. A default name “Topic_0” is assigned to it. Do not forget to save when finished (save
icon at the top right corner). If everything is done correctly, it should look like the next figure.
Right click on Archestra.DASMBTCP.3 and activate server if it is not already active.

InTouch
Open InTouch from the icon on the desktop. In the event that it prompts for a login, use the
credentials provided. Once opened, open the file directory with the name “Lab 2”. Create a folder
for your project (one folder for each group) and also specify a program name.
The input and output variables from the PLC are read and written in the InTouch WindowMaker.
However, an Access Name must first be created so that all variables created in the HMI will relate
to the correct DAServer and therefore to the correct PLC.
Configuring Access Names
To create and configure an Access Name, open WindowMaker. In the Tools pane, double-click
Access Names under Configure and the Access Names window will appear. Click the Add…
button and add an Access Name. You may leave the Node Name empty because the DAServer
that you have created is running locally. The Application name is “DASMBTCP”, which is the
same name on the DAServer. Then add the Topic Name similar to the topic name you created
(default name is “Topic_0”).
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Creating the HMI
Create a New Window in your application. You can populate this window with graphic objects.
WindowMaker provides you with numerous tools for editing and arranging the various graphic
objects that you will draw and paste into your windows. You can also create multiple windows, as
needed. WindowMaker has four basic types of simple objects: lines, filled shapes, text and buttons.
Each of these simple object types has attributes that affect their appearance. These attributes include
line color, fill color, height, width, orientation, etc. and can be either static or dynamic.
Creating Tagnames
Before creating objects in WindowMaker, it is necessary that you create tagnames for all the
inputs, outputs and variables. You can refer to the list of sensors, actuators, variables and the
corresponding names in the Appendix of the Lab Manual. Make sure that you use the exact
“Name/Tag” and “Item” as written in the Appendix. To do this, open Tagname Dictionary in
the Tools pane and the Tagname Dictionary window will appear. In this window, click on the
“New” button, then write the “Name/Tag” as written in the Appendix in the “Tagname” text
box, and finally click on the “Type” button. A new window will appear showing the different
“Tag Types”. Choose “I/O Discrete” and click “OK”. Choose the Access Name that you created
earlier.

You will see the window below where there is now a text box to write the “Item”. Again, refer
to the Appendix section to identify the corresponding “Item” to the “Tagname”. Click Save. Do
this for all the inputs, outputs and variables listed in the Appendix.
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Now, you can start creating the HMI for the conveyor system. As an example, creating an object
for sensor 1 (S1) is shown in the following section. You can also combine different objects into a
symbol to create any specific shape. This can be done by selecting all the objects that you want to
combine à right-click à Cell/Symbol à Make Symbol. Another option is to use the Wizards
(look for the Wizard hat icon from the toolbar), and choose from a large number of pre-designed
objects.
Example of creating an object
1. In WindowMaker, you can select any object you want to represent S1 using any object from
the “Draw Object Toolbar”. In the example below, we used Ellipse, Line and Text to create
the object in the New Window you have created.
Draw Object Toolbar

2.

Double-click the object to see and define/modify its properties. Tick the “Discrete button”
under “Fill Color” and click on the “Discrete” button.
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3. Under “Expression”, either type “S1” which is the name/tag for Sensor 1 or double-click
the text box to reveal the list of all tags you have made before and choose “S1” from the
list. Press “OK”.

4.

You can use the colours to display the changes in the I/O signals. For example, if you want
to represent that an object is in front of sensor 1 (i.e. S1 = FALSE when there is a job in
front of the sensor) with a red colour, then double-click on the colour box and a colour
palette would appear from which you can choose from.

5. In order to control the actuators like Lift1, M1Right etc. from HMI window, use the
variables mentioned in the appendix. These variables can be created as buttons/switches in
the WindowMaker. To create buttons/switches, first click on the button icon (last icon on
the right side of the screen). Then choose Touch Pushbuttons -> Discrete Value
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6. Write the Tagname of the variable as shown below for all the variables.

Running the program with the HMI
You can now run your program together with your HMI using the WindowViewer.
First, make sure that the DAServer is activated. You can do this by going to the DAServer
Manager. Right-click on Archestra.DASMBTCP.3 and click on Activate Server.

Make sure that there is a
small green checkmark

After this, use WindowViewer to show the conveyor process using the HMI. To access
WindowViewer, click the “Runtime” button on the upper right corner of the WindowMaker.
Consequently, use the “Development” button on the upper right corner of the WindowViewer to
switch back to the WindowMaker.
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Laboratory exercises
The lab exercise is divided into three different tasks. You have 4 hours available for each task,
which will be more than enough if you come well prepared. In the first task you will do some initial
programming of the PLC and then program it to make the system transport one job in a clockwise
manner around the conveyor system. In the second task you are expected to extend the program
and transport multiple jobs simultaneously. While in the third task you have to build an HMI for
the conveyor process.

Laboratory Exercise 1 (4 hours)
Task 1.a – PLC setup and transport of a single job
When you arrive at the lab, all hardware will already be set up: the PLC has the correct number of
input and output modules, which in turn are physically linked to the sensors and the motors.
However, you will start with no program at all, which means that you must let the software system
know the configuration (number and type of modules) and the IP-address of the PLC. The software
will then automatically recognize the connected ports, which you in turn must give understandable
names (Motor1Left, Lift2Up and so on). Use the list in the Appendix.
The requirements for this task are:
• make the conveyor transport one job in a clockwise manner;
• a single program should be used, written in Ladder Diagram (LD).
Some hints:
• assume that the single job is located on the upper conveyor belt when the execution begins;
• more than one design will meet the requirements;
• you will probably have to consult the online manual for CoDeSys during the session;
• use a local variable to generate the initial “First Pass” signal, i.e. the program initialisation.
Task 1.b – Transport multiple jobs
Once the Task 1.a is successfully finished, an additional task to transport multiple jobs through one
side of the conveyer system has to be performed. Using the right side of the conveyer system, (top
conveyer, right lift and bottom conveyer) transport multiple jobs (in sets of two jobs) from the top
conveyer to bottom conveyer. Imagine this as a production line transporting materials from one
section to the other as and when new material arrives.
The requirements for this task are:
• make the conveyer transport multiple jobs with two jobs at a time;
• a single program should be used, written in Ladder Diagram (LD).
Some hints:
• assume that the jobs are located on the upper conveyor belt when the execution begins;
• more than one design will meet the requirements;
• you will probably have to consult the online manual for CoDeSys during the session;
• use a local variable to generate the initial “First Pass” signal, i.e. the program initialisation.
• you can reuse parts of the task 1.a program. However, make sure task1.a is first saved. Copy
task1.a to a different folder and rename it. You can make changes to the new program now.
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Laboratory Exercise 2 (4 hours)
Task 2.a – Transportation and synchronisation of multiple jobs
In the first task you wrote a ladder program that transported one piece at a time. This is not a very
efficient use of the conveyor. The second task is to write a code in SFC for a more efficient
utilisation of the process. The code should actually consist of five independent programs, of which
one is a scheduler being the synchronizer of the other programs.
Each program will typically consist of two parts: initialisation and a loop with the main program.
You may design the programs as you like but in general they should transport a piece from A to B
(within its physical section, for instance a lift) and then from B to C, where C is the next section.
The B – C transition may require synchronisation from the scheduler so that, for instance, a job
does not fall down if the lift is not in position. Typically two synchronisation signals will be needed
in a program for each transition; the program has to announce that it is ready and that it is waiting
for instructions by the scheduler. In a synchronisation procedure called handshaking, a program
initiates communication by flipping a special “light-switch”. Only the receiving program monitors
the status of this particular “switch” and only in certain states. If the receiving program sees that
the “light is on”, it continues its operation and also resets the “switch”. There might be a conflict
because two programs are acting on a common resource (the switch) at the same time. To avoid
this, the calling program could flip the “switch” in one state and then move on to an empty state
where it will wait for the receiving program to respond. Handshaking should be used to co-ordinate
jobs moving from the conveyor belt into a lift.
The requirements for this task are:
• make the conveyor transport multiple jobs in a clockwise manner (one job at a time in a lift);
• four programs should be created, which should be confined to their respective physical part
of the conveyor with regard to which sensors and motors they can access:
o
left lift;
o
right lift;
o
upper conveyor belt;
o
lower conveyor belt;
• a scheduler must be built to synchronize the other programs using only logical variables
(synchronization signals). No physical inputs or outputs may be used in the scheduler
program. Remember to apply handshaking for signals between the scheduler and the
subprograms.
Some hints:
• to facilitate the programming you can assume that no jobs are inside the lifts when the
execution begins;
• many programs may benefit from a separate initialisation step outside the loop which will
simplify the synchronisation;
• build from the project created in the first task at the lab (not the program just the declaration
of the Ethernet controller, I/O-names and so on);
• one of the programs will consist of two independent branches (simultaneous execution);
• all synchronization variables should be declared in a single global variable file, which can
then can be imported into all programs.
Task 2.b – Implement Lab 1 using Function Block Diagrams (FBD)
In Lab 1, ladder diagram is used as the programming language in order to transport a single job
(1.a) and multiple jobs (1.b) through the conveyer system. In Task 2b, the same goal has to be
achieved using FBD. In principle the translation from LD to FBD should be straightforward with
the AND and OR functions. You may want to keep your Lab 1 implementation handy. Contact
the supervisor if you do not have access to it. Implement Task1.a first, you can also implement
Task1.b as an additional voluntary exercise.
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Laboratory Exercise 3 (4 hours)
Task 3.a – Constructing a human-machine-interface (HMI)
The design and functionality of a human-machine-interface (HMI, also called man-machineinterface or user interface) is an essential aspect of computer systems. As the name indicates, the
purpose of the HMI is to facilitate the exchange of information between the user and the machine
(computer or system or process) to be controlled and/or monitored. A well-designed interface not
only makes the work conditions more pleasant but also helps to considerably reduce errors and
mistakes and thus limits the extent of possible damage.
The requirements for this task are:
• Create an HMI depicting the conveyor system in the Lab. All sensors and actuators should be
represented.
• Run this HMI together with the program you have created for Lab 1, all signals (for the sensors
and actuators) should be visualised (e.g. sensor with a job in front would appear in red colour)
on the HMI.
• Display the barcoded value on the job in the HMI interface.
Some hints:
• use the manual for Wonderware Intouch to set up and design the interface.
• Ensure that the HMI design is operator friendly with the use of appropriate colors and other
visual tools.
Task 3.b – Operate the conveyor system using HMI
Several times during the operation of an industrial system using PLC programming, the control
room supervisor might want to override the default behaviour of the system using manual
operation (e.g. turning a pump ON, switching a motor OFF). In order to achieve this
functionality, it is essential to provide such controls on the HMI window of the control room.
The requirements for this task are:
• Use the HMI system from task 3.a and include several new variables that will be used to
control actuators in the conveyor system (e.g. conveyors, lift etc.). The list of variables
and their addresses are mentioned in Appendix.
• Develop a PLC program (using LD) where these variables are connected to the outputs
from PLC. Use the variables as a switch that will turn the output ON when switched ON.
• Example Codesys program: Note the address notation for the variables

•
•

Create buttons/switches in the HMI interface that will allow the HMI to manipulate these
variables.
Demonstrate Task 1.a using only the HMI system and switches/buttons.
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Appendix
Some common abbreviations
CFC
FB
FBD
IL
LD
OPC
POU
SFC
ST

Continuous Function Chart
Function Block
Function Block Diagram
Instruction List
Ladder Diagram
OLE for Process Control
Programming Unit
Sequential Function Chart
Structured Text

List of sensors and actuators
Refer to Figure 3 for the location of the sensors and motors. Names for I/O-variables are:

INPUTS:

OUTPUTS:

Nr
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Name / Tag
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
S9
Lift1Up
Lift1Down
Lift2Up
Lift2Down
D1
D2
D3
D4
D5
Empty1

I/O:
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT

Slot/Port:
%IX0.0
%IX0.1
%IX0.2
%IX0.3
%IX0.4
%IX0.5
%IX0.6
%IX0.7
%IX0.8
%IX0.9
%IX0.10
%IX0.11
%IX0.12
%IX0.13
%IX0.14
%IX0.15
%IX1.0
%IX1.1
%IX1.2

Type:
BOOL;
BOOL;
BOOL;
BOOL;
BOOL;
BOOL;
BOOL;
BOOL;
BOOL;
BOOL;
BOOL;
BOOL;
BOOL;
BOOL;
BOOL;
BOOL;
BOOL;
BOOL;
BOOL;

Item:
000001
000002
000003
000004
000005
000006
000007
000008
000009
000010
000011
000012
000013
000014
000015
000016
000017
000018
000019

20

Empty2

AT

%IX1.3

BOOL;

000020
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Nr
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Name / Tag
M1Left
M1Right
M2Left
M2Right
M3Left
M3Right
M4Left
M4Right
Lift1
Lift2
B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
Empty3

I/O:
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT

Slot/Port:
%QX0.0
%QX0.1
%QX0.2
%QX0.3
%QX0.4
%QX0.5
%QX0.6
%QX0.7
%QX0.8
%QX0.9
%QX0.10
%QX0.11
%QX0.12
%QX0.13
%QX0.14
%QX0.15

Type:
BOOL;
BOOL;
BOOL;
BOOL;
BOOL;
BOOL;
BOOL;
BOOL;
BOOL;
BOOL;
BOOL;
BOOL;
BOOL;
BOOL;
BOOL;
BOOL;
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Item:
100513
100514
100515
100516
100517
100518
100519
100520
100521
100522
100523
100524
100525
100526
100527
100528

VARIABLES (for Lab 3.b)
Nr

Output

Name / Tag

Slot/Port:

Type:

Item:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

M1Left
M1Right
M2Left
M2Right
M3Left
M3Right
M4Left
M4Right
Lift1
Lift2
B1
B2
B3
B4
B5

VarM1Left
VarM1Right
VarM2Left
VarM2Right
VarM3Left
VarM3Right
VarM4Left
VarM4Right
VarLift1
VarLift2
VarB1
VarB2
VarB3
VarB4
VarB5

%MX0.0
%MX0.1
%MX0.2
%MX0.3
%MX0.4
%MX0.5
%MX0.6
%MX0.7
%MX0.8
%MX0.9
%MX0.10
%MX0.11
%MX0.12
%MX0.13
%MX0.14

BOOL;
BOOL;
BOOL;
BOOL;
BOOL;
BOOL;
BOOL;
BOOL;
BOOL;
BOOL;
BOOL;
BOOL;
BOOL;
BOOL;
BOOL;

12289
12290
12291
12292
12293
12294
12295
12296
12297
12298
12299
12300
12301
12302
12303
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